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Letters to the Editor
The Real Terrorists
Why is actual terrorism by Antifa and BLM allowed?

Such action is a hallmark of fascist power-grabbers. Political violence and bullying intimidate and attack
enemies. Mussolini’s Black Shirts and Hitler’s SA (Brownshirts) filled this role in Italy and Germany.
Antifa and BLM fill this role for the Democrat Party. Their violence has been widely tolerated in
Democrat-run cities. This, plus the Defund the Police campaign, ceded power to Antifa and BLM and
successfully increased violent crime.

BLM flags were even displayed on embassies until President Trump found out in June 2020 and ordered
them removed. Biden’s Secretary of State Antony Blinken reversed this and authorized all U.S.
diplomatic and consular posts to display them.

During the 2020 campaign, these groups played a significant role in creating disturbances. This gave
Fake News violence to cover, displacing campaign coverage. This also ties in to another fascist tactic:
establishment of a national police force under political party control to replace police under local
control. Look at how the Democrat Party has become a fascist party. Take a look at the “Political
Bullying, Violence” and “National Police” sections of https://democraticfascist.com.

Marvin Mathiak
Sent via e-mail

Modern Slavery
Because of the current unrest centered on racism and discrimination, America’s past history of slavery
has recently come under close scrutiny. We are outraged that Americans could keep their own people
enslaved. We are shocked to hear the many excuses that slaveowners used to justify their tyranny.
Slaveowners justified slavery by saying that African-Americans were not human, or if they were, that
they did not have equal rights. Society viewed them as simply property, and kept them for economic
good and personal comfort. Many people claimed that slaves might face a future of poverty, hardship,
and rejection if freed, and therefore should be kept enslaved.

Thankfully, bold Americans who had a conscience and who had a heart stood up for what was right, and
pulled down this horrific institution of slavery.

Unfortunately, the ideology of slavery did not fall with the institution. We are too civilized and
modernized to actually enslave our own people these days. So instead, we kill them. Or rather — using
the more popular term — we abort them. Many say that the unborn are not human, or if they are, that
they do not have equal rights. Society views them as simply property of the mother, and throws them
away if they cause detriment to the mother’s economic good or personal comfort.

Many people claim that some children might face a future of poverty, hardship, and rejection if born,
and therefore should be “aborted.”

I thank the Lord that brave legislators and judges have upheld the Texas law against abortion. This is a
huge step toward destroying our modern institution of slavery — abortion. As we see the violent
opposition to the Texas law, we can also see how many who advocate for “equality” and “equity” still
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hold the same views as the slaveowners they claim to despise. There are still many citizens and
politicians who undermine, oppress, and kill a group of people that they claim have no rights. Today,
our country needs Americans who have something of a conscience, something of a heart, who will stand
up for what is right, and pull down this horrific institution of abortion! Until we recognize that every
individual has the God-given right to life, America will never know true justice, true equality, or true
peace.

Isaiah Carlson
Sent via e-mail
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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